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> What’s in it for you
There is only one place where the Industrial Dimensional Metrolgoy professionals
meet: Metromeet.
Sponsored by Zeiss, Innovalia, Renishaw, Faro and Creaform, Metromeet has
become a place where the professionals from the field meet, discuss topics and
discover new technology.

Innovation
An exclusive networking exhibition hall
where the new digital & optical
developments, the newest working
methods and formulas that improve your
industrial process and high-quality
tête-à-tête, will be hold. You only have to
provide the conversation!

Daily MetroLabs
During the coffee breaks, we organize
special presentations called MetroLabs,
in which every exhibitor can expose its
latest products.

Improved Conference
Every year we listen and learn how to
make the attendee experience better
and more engaging so sponsors get the
best exposure possible. This year, the
design has been improved to constitute
a forum for debate on metrology and its
development.

Network
Metromeet gathers +100 Quality
Management Professionals per year.
Discover the real needs and concearns
of your potential customers. Meet your
future clients in person and build a
relationship with them.

> Previous editions
Our Conference features talks from international leaders in the Industrial
Dimensional Metrology sector on how to improve product quality and production
efficiency.
Previous Metromeet editions had attendees from:
Zeiss (DE)

Airbus (FR)

NPL (UK)

Whirpool (IT)

Caterpillar (USA)

K.U.Leuven (BL)

Missler Software (FR)

TU Ilmenau (DE)

I4-Tekniker (ES)

Mitutoyo (JP)

NASA Goddard Space Flight
Center (USA)

Autodesk (UK)

WZL RWTH-Aachen (DE)

Geomagic GmbH (DE)

Capvidia (USA)

PTB (DE)

Novo Nordisk (DN)

Renishaw (ES)

GE Sensing & Inspection
Technologies GmbH (DE)

Mercedes-Benz (DE)

Daimler Chrysler (ES)

Matrici (ES)

Volkswagen (DE)

UPV- Public University of
the Basque Country (ES)

Lamborghini (IT)

University of Nottingham (UK)

NASA Ames Research
Center (USA)

National Institute of
Metrology (RU)

Space Nanotechnology
Laboratory (USA)

>> Nationalities

Datapixel (ES)
Awaiba, Lda (PT)
Jansen (DE)
Mitutoyo (NL)
ICTAS (USA)
NIST (USA)
RWTH Aachen (DE)

>> Topics

97% of the attendees repeat the Metromeet experience
Covered in +15 national magazines
+ 10 international magazines

> Bilbao
Bilbao is a city with a strong industrial heritage
that has been transformed into a modern,
engaging and attractive city that features
architectural highlights that include the
Euskalduna
Conference
Centre
(where
METROMEET will be held), the Guggenheim
Museum (Frank Gehry), the Calatrava airport, and
the Metro designed by Norman Foster, as well as
some Isozaki projects. These are examples of the
vitality of the new Bilbao, a city in which tradition and
modernity converge.

Bilbao is also home to the best of Basque cuisine
and gastronomy, renowned for the quality of its
produce and the skills of its expert chefs, providing
easy access to great restaurants and menus for all
tastes. The famous pintxos may also be tasted in
traditional areas such as Casco Viejo and “Pozas”.
So why not combine your visit to METROMEET, a
unique and first class conference, with an enjoyable
break in Bilbao, a warm, vibrant and friendly city,
with a rich culture and fantastic gastronomy.
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